
                                                 

 

November 13, 2015 
 
 
Dear Texas Trainer Registry Participants: 
 
Thank you so much for being a part of The Texas Early Childhood Professional Development System (TECPDS) Texas 
Trainer Registry.  We appreciate you being a part of a registry that is dedicated to providing the highest quality 
training to caregivers in the great state of Texas. 
 
It has recently come to our attention of some confusion about the approval system, and what Core Knowledge 
Areas trainers can associate their number with.  We want to clarify this for everyone in the hope that going 
forward trainers will use their Texas Trainer Registry identification number correctly. 
 
As you are aware, Senate Bill 265 created the requirement that all training for child care providers must meet one 
of seven requirements; and being listed on The Texas Trainer Registry is one of those requirements.  
 
When trainers submit proposals for training, they are required to list the Core Knowledge Areas the training 
includes.  When the TECPDS Program Coordinator approves training, it is for the specific areas the trainer has 
listed.  At the time of approval, a trainer is sent a letter and card listing the Core Knowledge Areas they are 
approved for. A trainer may ONLY connect their Texas trainer identification number with trainings in those areas.  
A trainer may NOT associate their Texas trainer identification number with trainings in other Core Knowledge 
Areas. This is now clearly noted on all new letters and cards.  If a trainer wishes to train in other areas, they must 
submit new proposals in those Core Knowledge Areas and after approval, training in the new Core Knowledge 
Areas can begin. Please see an example below: 
 
Q: I am a nurse and approved to provide trainings on first aid and creating a healthy child care environment.  Can I 
also train on Guidance and Discipline? 
A: No you may not use your current number to train on Guidance and Discipline. 
Q: What do I need to do to train on more topics? 
A: If you wish to train in other areas, you must submit new proposals in those Core Knowledge Areas you would 
like to train. 
 
The Texas Early Childhood Professional Development Advisory Committee met recently to discuss this issue, and 
have made the following decisions: 
 

 Going forward all NEW trainers will ONLY be able to list their trainer identification number for the Core 
Knowledge Areas for which they are approved. 

 For all CURRENT trainers there will be a six-month grace period.  Trainers will have until July 1
st

, 2016 to 
provide new training proposals in the Core Knowledge Areas they are currently providing training for.   

 After July 1
st

, 2016, ALL trainers will need to include their trainer identification number on all training 
proposals submitted for conferences, workshops, trainings, etc., to confirm the Core Knowledge Area for 
which they are approved.  Monitoring of this will take place. 

 
We understand trainers may need assistance in completing this task and the TECPDS Program Coordinator will 
prioritize any new proposals received during the six-month grace period.  If additional assistance is needed, or if 
you have questions concerning this issue, please contact Dr. Tracy Anne Jones, Program Coordinator at 
Tracy.A.Jones@uth.tmc.edu. 
 
Once again we thank you for all of the wonderful work you do in Texas for our Early Childhood Education 
community.   
 
Regards, 
The Texas Early Childhood Professional Development Advisory Council 
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